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Clean Up the

Recyclables

Save the

Recycled Kites

Trash Tongs

Yard

Sort

Ocean

Help! The recycle
bins have spilled
all over the place!

Sort the recyclable
items by type and
color.

This scooping
activity teaches
the importance of
keeping our
oceans clean and
the importance of
recycling.

Using items for
another purpose is
the most fun type
of recycling!

Use those motor
skills to pick up trash
with tongs.

A Visit to a

Recycling

The 3R’s of

Recycling

Garbage Trucks

Recycling

Plastic, Glass

the

Aluminum

with Blippi

Center

and Paper

Environment

Cans

Find out what
things are
recyclable and
what things are
trash in this
interactive video.

Sing along to this
catchy tune as you
learn how to care
for the
environment.

Learn about how
cans are recycled
and how they
become new cans.

Learn about what
happens at a
recycling center
with Murray from
Sesame Street.

Join Blippi on this
adventure as he
explores garbage
trucks and recycling.

Recycled

Shredded

Sensory

Crayons

Paper Fun

Bottles

Shredded paper is
a great material to
explore in the
sensory bin.

Sensory and
recycling go hand
in hand.

I Love the

A Box Can Be

Earth Day,

Why Should I

I Love the

Earth

Many Things

Birthday!

Recycle?

World

Find out what is
made from a large
box found in the
garbage.

Enjoy this fun read
aloud about how
the silly Monkey
wants to celebrate
his birthday.

What Is

Recycling

Cardboard

Recycling

My Recycling

Arts and

Recycling?

Songs

Creations

Collage

Center

Creativity

Discuss and
create a picture
showing how
recycling works.

Sensory
Time

Story Time

Discover what a
colorful world we
live in with these
recycled crayons.

See how we all
work together to
make the Earth
feel good.

Learn more about
recycling with
these fun songs.

See what type of
creation you can
make using
cardboard!

Bowling Fun
Did someone say
strike?

Find out what
happens on this
class trip to a
recycling center.

Create a collage
out of household
items.

Cardboard Box
Coloring
What a fun activity to
show lots of
creativity.

It feels great to love
yourself, others, and
the world that
surrounds you.

Construct a recycling
center for your home
for your recyclables.

